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Abstract- the practical and theoretical aspects are challenges faced by mobile tracking. 
The antitheft mobile security system by using a basic input/output system (BIOS) has 
been proposed in this paper. The position of a mobile device can be determined by using 
this mobile phone security system. This system is designed in a way that a mobile can be 
traced even if SIM and battery are plugged out. The usefulness and significance of 
BIOS in everyday life is also discussed here. The security of a device has been improved 
by implementing the solution proposed by us. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Back in 1876 the invention of telephone by Alexander Graham Bell led to the development of 
what a mobile phone device is today. This discovery is an important part of human lifestyle 
as it has altered the way we communicate with each other [1]. The wired-line connection was 
used to make phone calls from one place to another in a limited range of area. The 
development of first wireless telephone by A. Jahnke in early 20th century led to a revolution 
in the history of telephones. The same concept of revolution in telephone is related to the 
Oakland Transcontinental Aerial Telephone and Power Company (OTAT)[2]. The first call 
was made during mid20th censstury by Motorola’s Martin Cooper by using a mobile having 
weight 2.5 pounds and 20 minutes of battery life. Motorola DynaTac was the first 
commercialized cell phone released at a price of 3,995$ in the year 1983. At the price of 3000 
dollar, another mobile phone was launched by Motorola by using Microtac technology it was 
a “flip” phone. The stealing or snatching of mobile phones cannot be stopped but these 
malicious activities can be reduced by proposing some techniques that will lead to stop them. 
The every field of life requires the security systems with the ever increasing growth in mobile 
devices. To prevent snatching or stealing, the high security and good quality of service 
(QoS). Good knowledge of software and hardware of mobile devices is required for 
improving the mobile phone security system[3] [4].  

II. METHODOLOGY 

New softwares and strategies have been proposed for locating the device either in the turn off 
state or when the SIM card or battery is plugged out. The issues faced in anti-theft system 
have been minimized by a variety of security systems and software presented by many 
authors. The system for the security of “Apple” mobile phone is named as Apple’s Security 
System (ASS). The mobile device is located by a window based application “Find my phone 
(FMP)”. The mobile devices are tracked by Google’s android device manager (ADM) and 
other applications for tracking theft of mobile phones are presented. The active internet 
connection and power is required by these applications for keeping the device in ON state. 
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This paper presents a security system for mobile phones that is based on Basic Input Output 
System (BIOS) that is bound to keep mobile device security system in an “Always On state”. 
The mobile phone can be located by using any software regardless of it’s ON or OFF state. 

 
 

Fig. 3 Architecture of Smartphone hardware [8] 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 Proposed Mobile Security system 
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III. RESULT & CONCLUSION 

This paper presents an idea of mobile phone security system against theft by using a BIOS 
cell. It is a robust system and strong enough to be able to trace the lost mobile device even 
after the battery and SIM are plugged out. A tracker SIM is introduced that is capable of 
keeping the device active through a built in BIOS cell for longer time. The GPS coordinates 
are exchanged with the base station through a signal antenna which operates through BIOS 
cell in OFF state. The solution proposed here help in improving the security of a device[6].   
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